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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Detection and quantification of rRNA 2’-O-me across multiple cell 16 

types. a-g, RiboMeth-seq (RMS) scores representing fraction of 2’-O-methylation at each site in 17 

18S (left) and 28S rRNAs (right) from indicated cell lines. Nucleotide positions in respective 18 

rRNAs are indicated. Points represent mean RMS scores of sequenced replicates (n=3). Error 19 

bars represent ± s.d. 20 
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 22 

Extended Data Fig. 2 | Variation in 2’-O-me levels sites exists at specific sites in cell model 23 

systems. a, MS analysis of 28S:U2031 from fragment generated by RNase T1 digestion. Both 24 
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methylated and unmethylated fragments are present in the spectra, as expected from the RMS 25 

score. The sequence of the fragment is shown above the spectra, with an indication of the 26 

expected RNase cleavage sites. All identified fragments are labelled in red. Arrows mark 27 

28S:U2031 position and spectra peaks. Observed mass is shown below each fragment. b, As (a) 28 

for MS analysis of 28S:G3606 from fragment generated by RNase A digestion. Theoretical mass 29 

(in brackets) is shown for fragment containing Gm3606. c, Schematic showing base pairing of 30 

SNORD123 and target region in 28S rRNA containing U2031. d, Comparison of RiboMeth-seq 31 

(RMS) scores representing fraction of 18S rRNA molecules 2’-O-methylated at each site in 18S 32 

rRNA from HelaS3 and BJhTERT cells. Points denote mean RMS score (n=3) per site. Horizontal 33 

and vertical error bars indicate ±s.d. for each condition. Sites exhibiting significant change are 34 

labelled with nucleotide position (magenta). e, RMS scores for 2’-O-me at 18S:174 and 35 

18S:G683 in HelaS3 and BJhTERT cells. Columns indicate mean RMS score (n=3) for each 36 

condition. Error bars represent ±s.d. P values are shown above brackets. f, As (d), for 28S rRNA. 37 

g, As (e), for 2’-O-me at 28S:U2031. h, Expression of MYC mRNA in BJMYC cells. RT-qPCR 38 

analysis where MYC expression is not induced, or induced for 72 or 120h as indicated. Columns 39 

indicate mean (n=3) fold-change relative to the control condition, normalized to ACTB 40 

expression. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. P values are shown for pairwise 41 

comparisons, indicated by brackets. i, Western blot analysis in BJMYC cells, where MYC 42 

expression is not induced, or induced for 72 or 120h as indicated. Protein levels of MYC, FBL, 43 

p53, MDM2, p21 and p16 are shown. Vinculin and GAPDH are included as loading controls. 44 

Data is representative of n=2 independent experiments. j, As (h), for expression of cell-cycle 45 

inhibitors CDKN2A (p16) and CDKN1A (p21) in BJMYC cells. k, Cell cycle profiles of BJMYC 46 

cells where MYC expression is not induced, or induced for 72 or 120h as indicated. FACS 47 
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analysis of propidium iodide (PI) stained cells, showing proportion of cells (count) against PI 48 

intensity (FL-2A). Representative data (n=2) is shown. l, As (h), for expression of MYC target 49 

genes NPM1 and FBL in BJMYC cells. m, Comparison of RiboMeth-seq (RMS) scores 50 

representing fraction of 28S rRNA molecules 2’-O-methylated at each site in BJMYC cells, where 51 

MYC expression is induced for 120h or not induced. Points denote mean RMS score (n=3) per 52 

site. Horizontal and vertical error bars indicate ±s.d. for each condition. Sites exhibiting 53 

significant change are labelled with nucleotide position (magenta). n, RMS scores for 2’-O-me at 54 

28S:U203 and 28S:U2402 in BJMYC cells, without MYC induction or with MYC induction for 72 55 

or 120h. Columns indicate mean RMS score (n=3) for each condition. Error bars represent ±s.d. 56 

P values are shown for each pairwise comparison, indicated by brackets. o, As (m), for 18S 57 

rRNA in HCT116 and HCT116p53-/- cells. p, As (n), for 2’-O-me at 18S:G683 in HCT116 and 58 

HCT116p53-/- cells. q, As (m), for 28S rRNA in HCT116 and HCT116p53-/- cells. r, As (n), for 2’-59 

O-me at 28S:G4464 in HCT116 and HCT116p53-/- cells. s, Sequence alignment of SNORD45C 60 

guide regions with putative target sequences in 18S rRNA. Position of methylation sites at A159 61 

(top) and C174 (bottom) is indicated by *. 62 
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Development and analysis of a model to elucidate the role of Cm174 65 

in ribosome regulation. a, Comparison of RiboMeth-seq (RMS) scores representing fraction of 66 

18S rRNA molecules 2’-O-methylated at each site in HelaS3 and BJMYC cells, where MYC 67 

expression is induced for 120h or not induced. Points denote mean RMS score (n=3) per site. 68 

Horizontal and vertical error bars indicate ±s.d. for each condition. Sites exhibiting significant 69 

change are labelled with nucleotide position (magenta). b, RMS scores for 2’-O-me at 18S:174 70 

in HelaS3 and BJMYC cells, where MYC expression is induced for 120h or not induced. Columns 71 

indicate mean RMS score (n=3) for each condition. Error bars represent ±s.d. P values are shown 72 

above brackets. c, As (a), for 28S rRNA. d, As (B) for 2’-O-me at 28S:U2031 and 28S:U2402. e, 73 

Expression of SNORD45C, SNORD45A and host gene RABGGTB in HelaS3 (WT) and 74 

HelaS345CKO (45KO) cells, as determined by RT-qPCR analysis. Columns indicate mean (n=3) 75 

fold-change relative to the control condition, normalized to SNORD46 expression. Error bars 76 

indicate 95% confidence intervals. P values are shown for pairwise comparisons, indicated by 77 

brackets. Note, due to high sequence similarity between SNORD45C and -A, a residual signal 78 

for SNORD45C is apparent in 45KO. f, RiboMeth-seq (RMS) scores representing fraction of 2’-79 

O-methylation at each site in 18S (left) and 28S rRNAs (right) from HelaS345CKO cells. 80 

Nucleotide positions in respective rRNAs are indicated. RMS scores are means of sequenced 81 

replicates (n=3). Error bars represent ± s.d. g, As (a), for 28S rRNA in HelaS3 and HelaS345CKO 82 

cells. No sites exhibit significant change. h, Analysis of rRNA biogenesis pathways in HelaS3GFP 83 

(WT), HelaS345CKO-GFP (KO) and HelaS345CKO-GFP+45C (OE) cells. Schematic (left) showing rRNA 84 

processing steps and location of probes “a” and “b”.  Levels of pre-rRNA and processing 85 

intermediates as assessed by northern blot. Data shown is representative of n=2 independent 86 

experiments. i, Percentage reads mapping to 5’ untranslated regions (5’UTR), coding sequences 87 
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(CDS) or 3’ untranslated regions (3’UTR) of protein-coding genes, for each replicate sequencing 88 

library. Both total RNA (left) and ribosome protected fragment (right) derived reads are shown. 89 

j, Periodicity of ribosome protected fragment (RPF) reads mapped to mRNA transcripts. 90 

Metagene analysis shows normalized mean counts, at single-nucleotide resolution, representing 91 

ribosome P-site occupancy relative to start (left) and stop (right) codons from HelaS3 (WT, 92 

black) or HelaS345CKO (KO, red) libraries (n=3). Number of transcripts analyzed after extreme 93 

outlier removal is given by “n”. k, Correlation between reads mapped per mRNA transcript in 94 

HelaS3 (WT) and HelaS345CKO (KO) RPF libraries (n=3). Normalized (CPM) mean counts are 95 

plotted. Color scale indicates plotting density. “n” denotes number of transcripts analyzed. 96 

Spearman’s rho and associated P value are shown.l, As (k), for reads mapping to mRNA from 97 

total RNA libraries. m, As (k), for correlation between reads mapping to mRNA transcripts from 98 

RPF and total RNA libraries in HelaS3 (WT) cells. n, As (m), for HelaS345CKO (KO) cells. o, 99 

Differential ribosome occupancy on mRNA transcripts in HelaS345CKO compared to HelaS3 cells. 100 

Log2 fold-change in read counts derived from analysis of RPF libraries (Log2FC RPF) and 101 

corresponding -Log10 of Padj values are plotted. Transcripts changing significantly between 102 

conditions are colored (purple). “n” denotes total number of transcripts analyzed. The number of 103 

transcripts showing reduced (DN) or increased (UP) translation is also shown. p, As (o), for 104 

mRNA transcripts displaying altered expression level (Log2FC mRNA), as measured by analysis 105 

of read counts mapped to mRNA transcripts derived from total RNA libraries. Those changing 106 

significantly between conditions are colored (cyan). q, Gene set enrichment analysis of MYC 107 

transcriptional target genes exhibiting translational regulation in HelaS345CKO compared to 108 

HelaS3 cells. Values obtained for FDR q-value, nominal (NOM) p-value, FWER p-value and 109 

normalized enrichment score (NES) are indicated. r, Gene ontology analysis of mRNA 110 
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transcripts displaying elevated expression in HelaS345CKO cells. GO categories (FDR < 0.05) for 111 

biological process are labelled. Number of genes overlapping with each biological process GO 112 

category is indicated by the color scale gradient (count). No GO terms were found to be 113 

overrepresented for transcripts with reduced expression levels (at FDR < 0.05). 114 
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | Cm174 ribosome methylation influences cell proliferation and 117 

metabolism. a, Cell proliferation in HelaS3 (WT, black) and HelaS345CKO (KO, red) cells, 118 
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measured by crystal violet assay at specified times. Points represent mean of n=3 independent 119 

experiments. Error bars represent ± s.d. P values, indicated by brackets are shown comparisons 120 

at days 3 and 4. b, Cell cycle phase analysis in HelaS3 (WT) and HelaS345CKO (45CKO) cells. 121 

Incorporation of EdU (+EdU), as determined by FACS. Cell seeding was optimized to ensure 122 

approximately equal densities at harvest, in order to reduce the effect of differing proliferation 123 

rates on cell cycle phase duration. Percentage of cells in gates representing cell cycle phases G1, 124 

S, G2/M is shown. Bottom panels show control samples not pulsed with EdU (-EdU). Data 125 

shown is representative of n=3 biological replicates. c, Quantification of cell cycle phase 126 

analysis, as described in (G). Columns represent mean percentage cells in each phase from n=3 127 

biological replicates. Error bars represent ±SEM. P values are indicated by brackets. d, 128 

RiboMeth-seq (RMS) scores representing fraction of 2’-O-methylation at each site in 18S (left) 129 

and 28S rRNAs (right) HelaS3GFP-45CKO control cell line, where SNORD45C is not present 130 

within the EGFP intron. Nucleotide positions in respective rRNAs are indicated. RMS scores are 131 

means of sequenced replicates (n=3). Error bars represent ± s.d. e, As (d), for HelaS3GFP-132 

45CKO+45C cell line, where SNORD45C is inserted inside the EGFP intron. f, Comparison of 133 

RiboMeth-seq (RMS) scores in 28S rRNA from HelaS3GFP-45CKO and HelaS3GFP-45CKO+45C cells. 134 

Points denote mean RMS score (n=3) per site. Horizontal and vertical error bars indicate ±s.d. 135 

for each condition. No sites exhibit significant change. g, Expression of SNORD45C, 136 

SNORD45A and host gene RABGGTB in HelaS3GFP (WT), HelaS3GFP-45CKO (45KO) and 137 

HelaS3GFP-45CKO+45C (45KO+45C) cells, as determined by RT-qPCR analysis. Columns indicate 138 

mean (n=3) fold-change relative to the control condition, normalized to invariant SNORD46 139 

expression. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. P values are shown for pairwise 140 

comparisons, indicated by brackets. h, Oxygen consumption rates (OCR) in HelaS3 (WT) 141 
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compared to HelaS345CKO (45CKO) cells, measured by Seahorse XFe96 analyzer mito-stress test 142 

assay. Trace displays OCR over time, at basal levels and following injection of with compounds 143 

modulating cellular respiration (oligomycin, FCCP and a combination of rotenone and antimycin 144 

A) at the indicated time points. Representative data (n=4) is shown. i, Respiration and key 145 

parameters of mitochondrial function in HelaS3 (WT) compared to HelaS345CKO (45CKO) cells. 146 

Quantification of OCR as described in (A) measuring basal respiration, ATP synthesis, proton 147 

leak and uncoupled respiration. Columns indicate mean OCR (n=4) for each condition. Error 148 

bars represent ± SEM. P values for comparisons are shown, indicated by brackets. j, As (h), for 149 

HelaS3GFP (WT-GFP), HelaS345CKO-GFP (45CKO-GFP) and HelaS345CKO-GFP+45C (45CKO-150 

GFP+45C) cells. Representative data (n=5) is shown. 151 
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 153 

Extended Data Fig. 5 | Cm174-dependent translational regulation alters the levels of 154 

proteins involved in distinct cellular processes. a, Overview of protein-level quantitation 155 

values between replicate mass spectrometry analyses. Coefficient of variation (CV) is below 156 

20% for >96% of protein quantitation values in for both HelaS3 (WT, left) and HelaS345CKO 157 

(KO, right) samples (n=4 per condition), indicating high reproducibility between replicates. b, 158 

Correlation between mRNA translation and protein abundance in HelaS3 (WT) cells. Points 159 
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represent mean total RNA (RNA) read count per million mapped reads (CPM) for each transcript 160 

(n=3, from ribosome profiling) and corresponding mean protein abundance for the same gene 161 

(n=4, from MS analysis). Color scale indicates plotting density. “n” denotes number of 162 

genes/proteins. Spearman’s rho and associated P value are shown. c, as (b), for HelaS345CKO 163 

(45CKO) cells. d, Gene ontology analysis of overlap between PA-DN and TL-DN sets. Top 10 164 

GO categories for biological process are labelled. Number of genes overlapping with each GO 165 

category is indicated by the color scale gradient (count). e, As (d), for overlap between PA-UP 166 

and TL-UP sets. 167 

  168 
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 169 

Extended Data Fig. 6 | mRNA codon composition determines translational regulation by 170 

Cm174 methylated ribosomes. 171 

a, Gene set enrichment analysis comparing genes that exhibit Cm174-dependent translational 172 

regulation to a high-confidence set harboring IRES elements. Values obtained for FDR q-value, 173 

nominal (NOM) p-value, FWER p-value and normalized enrichment score (NES) are indicated. 174 

b, Luciferase reporter assays for IRES versus 5’cap-mediated translation initiation in HelaS3 175 

(WT) compared to HelaS345CKO (KO) cells. MYC and IGFR1 IRES elements were tested. 176 

Columns represent means of independent experiments (n=3). P values are shown, indicated by 177 

brackets. c, Principal component analysis of codon usage frequency in transcripts exhibiting 178 

increased (TC-UP, red), decreased (TC-DN, blue), and not-significantly altered (NS, grey) 179 
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expression in HelaS345CKO cells. d, Usage frequencies for each codon in mRNA transcripts 180 

exhibiting increased (TC-UP), decreased (TC-DN) expression in HelaS345CKO cells. Median 181 

frequencies for all transcripts are plotted in each case. Codons are color coded by amino acid as 182 

indicated. Codons changing with Log2FC > 1, minimum frequency of 0.02 and Padj value < 183 

0.001 are annotated by codon sequence. e, Fraction of G or C nucleotides present in codons 184 

comprising mRNA transcripts in each mRNA expression regulation category, down-regulated 185 

(TC-DN, blue), not-significantly regulated (NS, grey) or Up-regulated (TC-UP, red). 186 

Comparisons for entire codons (codon) or first, second and third codon positions (pos 1-3) are 187 

shown separately. Padj values for comparisons are shown above brackets. f, Codon usage 188 

frequencies in mRNA transcripts exhibiting increased (TL-UP) or decreased (TL-DN) translation 189 

in HelaS345CKO cells. Median frequency of each codon is plotted in each case. Colors denote 190 

groups of codons enriched in mRNAs associated with indicated meta-GO categories defined in a 191 

previous study: DIFF (differentiation), PROLIF (proliferation), OTHER (not related to 192 

proliferation or differentiation), and NA (codons without a cognate anti-codon match). g, 193 

Conservation of h8 and h14. Schematic showing sequence and base-pairing interactions of h8 194 

and h14 in E.coli, human and yeast 18S rRNA. Conserved residues (red) and 2’-O-methylated 195 

residues (bold font) are indicated. Position of Cm174 in human is highlighted by an arrow. 196 


